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Abstract
In this paper a new compact model to describe the 3D radiation pattern of an Ultra Wideband antenna, using
a Vector Spherical and Slepian decomposition, is presented. Vector Spherical modes are known to provide a good
basis for the angular dependency of the radiation pattern. This paper is the first to extend such a model to also
incorporate the frequency dependency of a radiation pattern. This is achieved by using a Slepian mode expansion.
It is shown that this model requires considerably less coefficients than traditional sampling to accurately describe
a frequency-dependent 3D radiation pattern. Also, generating the Slepian modes is computationally more efficient
than comparable techniques, such as the Singularity Expansion Method (SEM). The coefficients can then directly
be used to efficiently calculate performance measures such as the antenna Fidelity Factor for all angles (φ, θ)
without reconstructing the radiation pattern, or to reduce the noise contribution.
Index Terms
Antenna Radiation Patterns, Ultrawideband Antennas, Ultrawideband Radiation, Modeling, Fidelity Factor,
DPSS, Spherical Modes
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultra Wideband (UWB) communication is a very hot topic at the moment in both industrial and academic
research. The protocol already exists for quite some time in military radar applications, but since the frequency
band allocation by the FCC in 2002, [1], interest for consumer applications gained momentum. In [1] a UWB
system is defined as a communication system that has an absolute bandwidth larger than 500 MHz or a relative
bandwidth larger than 0.2 times the center frequency. The FCC allows unlicensed use of these systems between
3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz with a spectral mask of -41.6 dBm. In this paper a special form of UWB communication
will be used: pulse modulated UWB. It is assumed that the pulse uses the entire FCC band.
The large bandwidth, in combination with the fact that pulse modulated UWB operates in time domain, is
a big challenge for the predominantly small-band and frequency-domain oriented antenna design. [2] shows
that pulse distortion deserves special care when designing a UWB antenna. Unfortunately pulse distortion does
not translate to traditional antenna performance measures such as return loss or gain in a straightforward manner.
Therefore various performance measures for UWB antennas have been presented in literature: [3] proposed the
fidelity factor, which correlates the applied voltage pulse with the pulse shape of the transmitted electric field.
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In this paper, for the first time, this factor is evaluated for each pair (φ, θ) of azimuth and elevation angles.
[4] defined the pulse width stretch ratio, which measures how much a pulse gets smeared out in time by the
antenna. [5] extended the fidelity factor by replacing the applied voltage pulse in the correlation by a template
function that is tailored to the situation. Finally [6] combines previous research on the Pattern Stability Factor
and Pattern Stability Bandwidth.
All these performance measures require full knowledge of the frequency response of the antenna, which is
closely related to the frequency-dependent radiation pattern. For an antenna covering the entire FCC band this
is an impractically large amount of data. An efficient, compact representation of the radiation pattern will
decrease the calculation time and the memory requirements when determining antenna performance measures.
In this paper such an efficient model is presented. As in [7], the angular dependency of the radiation pattern
is modeled using a decomposition into vector spherical modes. The frequency dependency is expanded into
a series of Slepian modes, which are known to be a good set of basis functions for bandlimited signals, [8].
The performance of this Slepian expansion is compared to a vector fitting technique: the singularity expansion
method (SEM). Another model based parameter estimation technique is discussed in [9].
The decomposition of the radiation pattern into vector spherical modes is discussed in Section II. Section
III provides some theoretical background for the Slepian expansion. In Section IV this knowledge is applied to
decompose the frequency dependency of the radiation pattern into Slepian modes. The model is then used to
evaluate the fidelity factor in Section V. Section VI briefly introduces the SEM technique, used for validation.
In Section VII the model is validated by applying it to an in-house developed antenna and comparing the results
to those obtained with the SEM method.
II. VECTOR SPHERICAL DECOMPOSITION
Because of the very large bandwidths considered, the radiation pattern of an Ultra Wideband antenna must
be described as a function of three variables: the azimuth angle φ, the elevation angle θ and the frequency f .
Adding the frequency variable to the standard angular φ and θ variables easily increases the amount of required
sample points by a factor of 50.
In this paper a full 3D radiation pattern F (φ, θ, f) is considered. In a first step the 3D radiation pattern
F (φ, θ, f) is decomposed into a series of vector spherical modes. Vector spherical modes are a combination of
phase modes, described in [10], and spherical modes, described in [11]. Other ways to efficiently describe the
angular dependency of a radiation pattern, such as [12], have been presented, but will not be covered further.
[13] and [7] show that the decomposition on the vector spherical modes results in a very compact description
of the angular dependencies of the radiation pattern. In [14] this decomposition is applied to a UWB radiation
pattern.
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The Vector Spherical decomposition of the 3D radiation pattern F (φ, θ, f) is given by:
F (φ, θ, f) =
+∞∑
n=1
n∑
m=−n
An,m(f)Ψmn (φ, θ) +Bn,m(f)χ
m
n (φ, θ) (1)
Where Ψmn (φ, θ) and χ
m
n (φ, θ) are the harmonic vector spherical basis functions defined by:
Ψmn (φ, θ) =
Nejmφ√
n(n+ 1)
(
j
d
dθ
Pmn (cos θ)uθ −
mPmn (cos θ)
sin θ
uφ
)
(2)
χmn (φ, θ) =
−Nejmφ√
n(n+ 1)
(
mPmn (cos θ)
sin θ
uθ + j
d
dθ
Pmn (cos θ)uφ
)
(3)
with Pmn representing the associated Legendre polynomials, −n ≤ m ≤ n and N given by:
N =
√
2n+ 1
4pi
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
(4)
[7] showed that the amount of relevant phase modes, and thus by extension vector spherical modes, is limited
by the dimensions of the antenna. This allows us to truncate the series by limiting the first summation in (1)
to M instead of ∞. [13] suggests that this truncated series is a good approximation for the radiation pattern
if M  k0d, with d the largest dimension of the antenna and k0 the wave number of the highest considered
frequency.
III. PSWF AND DPSS THEORY
In this section, some properties are described of the Prolate Spheroidal Wave Functions (PSWF) and the
Discrete Prolate Spheroidal Sequences (DPSS), the discrete counterpart of the PSWF. There is no closed-
form analytic expression known for either of them, which makes them rather difficult to generate. However,
as is explained later on, they can be generated efficiently by calculating the eigenvectors from a carefully
constructed matrix. They form the mathematical basis of the Slepian decomposition discussed in Section IV.
For more information, the interested reader is referred to [15].
Driven by the mathematical, but unnatural, certainty that a non-trivial function cannot have limited support
in both time and frequency domain, the zeroth-order PSWF S0,c(t) is defined as the solution to the following
maximisation problem, for bandlimited f(t):
max
t0∫
−t0
|f(t)|2 dt
∞∫
−∞
|f(t)|2 dt
(5)
where t0 denotes the considered time-interval of the PSWF. The first-order PSWF S1,c(t) is the solution to (5)
for all W-bandlimited f(t) orthogonal to S0,c(t), where orthogonality is defined using the standard L2-norm.
The higher-order PSWFs are defined in a similar fashion, [16], [17], [18], [19]
Some mathematical manipulation on (5) shows that the PSWFs are also the eigenfunctions of the sinc-kernel:
1∫
−1
sin(c(f − t))
pi(f − t) Sk,c(t)dt = λk,cSk,c(f) (6)
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where |f | ≤ 1, c = Wt0 the time-bandwidth product, W the bandwidth of f(t) and k = 0, 1, 2, .. is the order
of the PSWF, resulting in a second way to define the PSWFs.
The PSWFs are also the solution to the following second-order differential eigenvalue problem:
d
df
(
1− f2) dSk,c
df
+
(
χk − c2f2
)
Sk,c = 0 (7)
where χk is a real and positive eigenvalue: 0 < χ0 < χ1 < . . .. This is the third and final way to define
the PSWFs. Whereas the first method is the most intuitive one, this last method gives much more information
about the functions.
PSWFs form a complete and orthonormal basis for all W-bandlimited functions f(t), they are orthonormal
on the real time-axis and orthogonal over [−t0, t0]. The finite-Fourier transform of a PSWF satisfies:
t0∫
−t0
Sk,c(t) exp(j2pift)dt = jk
(
2piλk,ct0
W
)1/2
Sk,c
(
2pit0
W
f
)
(8)
whereas their Fourier transform satisfies:
∞∫
−∞
Sk,c(t) exp(j2pift)dt = jk
(
2pit0
W
)1/2
Sk,c
(
2pit0
W
f
)
(9)
Because of the numerous properties associated with these functions, they have been used in a multitude of
different fields. [20] proposed to use them as the basis for a series expansion which compares favorably to
other expansions in a lot of cases. The functions have also proven useful in channel estimation [21], wavelets
[22], filter design [23], etc.
In [24] Slepian presented the discrete equivalent of the PSWF: the Discrete Prolate Spheroidal Sequence (DPSS)
ψk,W (i) i = 0 . . . L and k = 0 . . . L the order of the DPSS. He proved that they can be defined as the solution
to a discrete energy maximization problem. As in (6), they are also the eigenvectors of a L × L sinc-matrix
with elements:
H(L,W )k,l =
sin(2pi W (k − l))
pi (k − l) (10)
where L is both the number of DPSSs in a set and the amount of samples per DPSS. W is a bandwidth with
the constraint 0 < W < 12 , resulting from the Nyquist theorem dictating that only frequencies up to half the
sampling frequency can be accurately represented.
In theory it is possible to calculate the DPSSs from (10), but unfortunately the problem is ill-conditioned.
Although it can be proven that the eigenvalues of (10) are all distinct, they are all concentrated around either
0 or 1, and the difference between two eigenvalues can be smaller then the numerical precision used in the
calculations.
Fortunately there is, similar to (7) the PSWFs, a third way to define them by using a difference equation,
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Fig. 1. Absolute value of the DPSS’s with length L = 73
[25], [24]:
1
2
k(L− k)vk−1 +
[(
L− 1
2
− k
)2
cos(2piW )− θ
]
vk +
1
2
(k + 1)(L− 1− k)vk+1 = 0 (11)
This difference equation can be written as an eigenvalue problem for the matrix T (L,W ), defined as follows:
T (L,W )k,l =

1
2k(L− k) l = k − 1(
L−1
2 − k
)2
cos(2pi W ) l = k
1
2 (k + 1)(L− 1− k) l = k + 1
0 otherwise
(12)
with L and W defined as before. Because this matrix commutes with the matrix H(L,W ) from (10), it has
the same eigenvectors, but different eigenvalues: the eigenvalues of T (L,W ) are not clustered, eliminating the
possibility that the eigenvector problem becomes ill-conditioned. This method, which has been used in this
article, provides a robust and fast numerical way to generate the DPSSs.
As for PSWFs, the DPSSs are orthonormal,
L−1∑
i=0
ψk,W (i)ψl,W (i) = δk,l, and they form a complete basis
for vectors of length L. Remark that no equivalent for properties (8) and (9) of the PSWFs could be found. It
would be very interesting if such properties would exist, and this remains an interesting topic for further research.
In Figure 1 the magnitude of the first 3 orders of the DPSS |ψk| is shown for a number of samples L = 73.
IV. SLEPIAN DECOMPOSITION
Because the PSWFs and DPSSs are the solutions to an energy maximization problem for bandlimited
functions, see (5) and (10), they are extremely well suited to model band limited signals.
The Slepian decomposition used here assumes that the radiation pattern is known at L discrete frequency
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samples. The decomposition starts by expanding the radiation pattern following (1). The frequency-dependent
coefficients An,m(f) =
L∑
k=0
An,m,kψk(f) and Bn,m(f) =
L∑
k=0
Bn,m,kψk(f) are expanded into a series of
DPSSs, where ψk(f) is the DPSS of order k, calculated as the eigenvector of matrix T (L,W ) defined by (12).
For our purpose the bandwidth parameter W is a free parameter which can be chosen to best suit the application.
An optimal value for W is determined by using a particle swarm optimization algorithm, [26], which maximizes
the energy contained in the first 20 orders of the Slepian expansion. The algorithm performed 3000 iterations,
after which a value of W = 0.1254 was obtained. A value within 0.1% of the final value was obtained after
200 iterations, so it is safe to assume that the optimal value for this problem was found. If the radiation pattern
is known as a continuous function of frequency, PSWFs should be taken as basis functions for the Slepian
expansion.
Since the DPSSs are the natural vectors for a bandlimited series, [21], the energy of the coefficients decreases
with increasing order of the Slepian modes. We can therefore truncate the series to a maximum of K coefficients
without great loss of precision, by replacing L with K in both formulas. A rough value for the maximum order
K can be found using the following rule of thumb:
K ≥
⌈
5
f2
f1
⌉
(13)
where f2 is the upper limit of the frequency band of interest and f1 the lower limit. The final expression for
the radiation pattern F (φ, θ, f) then becomes:
F (φ, θ, f) =
K∑
k=0
M∑
n=1
n∑
m=−n
[An,m,kΨmn (φ, θ) +Bn,m,kχ
m
n (φ, θ)]ψk(f) (14)
V. FIDELITY FACTOR
The model presented in the previous sections would have little advantages other than data compression, if
the radiation pattern needs to be explicitly reconstructed to perform calculations. However UWB performance
measures based on the radiation pattern can directly be calculated using the model coefficients. In this section
this is shown for the fidelity factor, defined in [3].
The fidelity factor Φ(φ, θ) is one of the most often used pulse-modulated-UWB performance measures, defined
in [3] as follows:
Φ(φ, θ) = max
τ
 ∞∫
−∞
pˆ(t)rˆ(φ, θ, t+ τ)dt
 (15)
where pˆ(t) = p(t)√
∞∫
−∞
|p(t)|2
is the normalised version of the input pulse p(t), rˆ(φ, θ, t) = p(t)∗h(φ,θ,t)√
∞∫
−∞
|p(t)∗h(φ,θ,t)|2
is the normalised version of the output pulse r(φ, θ, t) and h(φ, θ, t) the impulse response of the antenna.
The Fourier transform of h(φ, θ, t), i.e. the frequency response H(φ, θ, f), is given by the radiation pattern
F (φ, θ, f) of the antenna. Knowledge of the radiation pattern over all angles as a function of frequency and
the input-pulse as a function of time is necessary to compute the fidelity factor.
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Making use of the definitions of rˆ(φ, θ, t) and pˆ(t), (15) becomes:
Φ(φ, θ) = max
τ
 IFT [P (f)P
∗(f)H∗(φ, θ, f)]√
∞∫
−∞
|P (f)|2 df
√
∞∫
−∞
|P (f)H(φ, θ, f)|2 df
 (16)
where the correlation is calculated in the frequency domain, IFT () denotes the inverse Fourier transform of its
arguments, the superscript * stands for the complex conjugate and the denominator has been calculated using
Parceval’s theorem. Substituting (14) in (16) results after some simplifications in:
Φ(φ, θ) = max
τ

k∑
k=0
αk(τ)βk(φ, θ)√
∞∫
−∞
|P (f)|2 df
√
∞∫
−∞
∣∣∣∣ K∑
k=0
αk(τ)βk(φ, θ)
∣∣∣∣2 dτ
 (17)
where αk(τ)
αk(τ) = IFT
[
|P (f)|2 ψk(f)
]
(18)
only depends on the input pulse and βk(φ, θ)
βk(φ, θ) =
M∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
An,m,kΨmn (φ, θ) +Bn,m,kχ
m
n (φ, θ) (19)
only depends on the antenna radiation pattern. The effects of the antenna and the input pulse are clearly separated.
This property is a great advantage during optimizations as only αk(τ) or βk(φ, θ) needs to be calculated in
each run, respectively depending on whether the antenna or input pulse are being optimized. (17) expresses
the fidelity factor as a function of the model coefficients An,m,k and Bn,m,k without explicitly reconstructing
the entire radiation pattern, which makes the fidelity factor as a function of (φ, θ) easier to calculate because
a much smaller number of samples needs to be evaluated.
Despite the fact that the definition of the fidelity factor (15) depends on (φ, θ), most papers, such as [27]
and even the original paper by Lamensdorf and Susman [3], present one fidelity factor for the entire antenna,
along a single angle of departure. It is measured by correlating the input pulse with the output pulse of the entire
system, where all other elements of the system except for the Antenna Under Test are assumed distortionless.
This approach only yields useful results for highly directive antennas, which have one well-defined direction of
radiation, along which the fidelity factor is calculated. However, most UWB antennas are meant for mobile use
and have rather omnidirectional radiation patterns, as the locations of the transmitting and receiving antenna
are not fixed. More recent papers, such as [28], recognize this flaw and evaluate the fidelity factor for a few
different directions. Here the fidelity factor is for the first time evaluated for all angles (φ, θ).
VI. SINGULARITY EXPANSION METHOD
To validate the Slepian mode expansion we will also consider the frequently used singularity expansion
method, [29], which can be computed by Prony’s method [30], [31], [32] or the matrix pencil method (MPM)
[33]. In antenna modeling the MPM is often used because of its robustness and computational efficiency: [34]
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uses the MPM to model the impulse response of an antenna in one direction. [35] is similar to [34] but models
the effective length instead of the antenna transfer function.
A modified version of the MPM is proposed in [36] to model the radiation pattern for multiple directions.
[37] applies this algorithm together with a spherical wave decomposition to model an antenna radiation pattern
in multiple directions. The SEM expansion for one polarisation and multiple directions looks as follows:
y(φ, θ, t) =
P∑
p=1
Rp(φ, θ) exp(spt) (20)
where P is theoretically∞, but can be truncated to a finite number with minimal loss in accuracy because of the
bandlimited character of antennas. The poles sp are the natural frequencies of the object and are theoretically
independent of the direction of observation. Unfortunately, because of noise and inaccuracies, in both simulation
and measurements, the resulting poles will differ for different look directions. This is why a separate algorithm
to calculate the poles for multiple directions, such as the one presented in [36], is needed. It should be noted
that the extraction of the poles revolves around an SVD expansion of a matrix that grows linearly with the
number of directions used in the expansion. For this reason the poles are calculated using a 2D cut of the
radiation pattern, after which these poles are used to calculate the residues for the entire 3D radiation pattern.
Once the poles sp and residues Rp(φ, θ) are known, the angular dependencies of the residues can be decomposed
into spherical waves, using the same approach outlined in Section II, where the residues of both components
of the radiation pattern are recombined as a vector:
Rp(φ, θ) =
M∑
n=1
n∑
m=−n
An,m,pΨmn (φ, θ) +Bn,m,pχ
m
n (φ, θ) (21)
Because the SEM is a form of rational modeling, it is very sensitive to discontinuities, such as noise, in
the dataset. It is therefore important to start with the SEM decomposition before decomposing the angular
dependencies of the residues into spherical wave functions. The spherical wave decomposition will have a lot
of coefficients with a very low energy level and thus a very significant noise contribution. These coefficients
will make it much more difficult for the SEM to find the correct antenna poles, greatly reducing the accuracy
of the model.
VII. VALIDATION
A. Flexible UWB Antenna
The model proposed in this paper is now validated based on an in house developed UWB antenna for use in
the 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz FCC band. The antenna uses the popular planar monopole topology, amongst others
also used in [38], with an inverted tear top-element. This topology has numerous advantages. Its planar nature
and small size allow the antenna to be easily integrated into other devices, it offers a very large bandwidth and
has a small group delay.
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The antenna was fabricated on a flexible polyimide substrate, consisting of a 25µm polyimide layer and a
18µm copper layer. The polyimide has a dielectric constant of r = 3.2 at 10 kHz. Because the substrate is
extremely thin, the exact r in the frequency band will be of little importance. The flexibility and extremely thin
nature of the antenna allows it to be very easily integrated in, for example, modern cell phones with strange
form factors.
A schematic representation of the antenna is shown in Figure 2. The produced antenna is shown in Figure
3. The antenna was designed and optimised for a minimal reflection coefficient in the frequency band of
interest using ADS Momentum. The corresponding dimensions are shown in Table I. The results were later
verified by simulating the design in CST Microwave studio. Figure 4 shows both the simulated and measured
D
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α
Fig. 2. Planar Monopole topology
Parameter Value [mm]
A 18.7448
B 13.556
C 16.8549
D 29.2885
E 14.7153
F 5.3156
G 0.2
α 68◦
TABLE I
ANTENNA DIMENSIONS
reflection coefficient. It can be seen that the measured and simulated curves show a good agreement: they
have roughly the same shape, but the curve of the measured antenna has shifted to higher frequencies. The
simulated antenna has a reflection coefficient |S11| < −10 dB in the entire FCC band. The differences between
the simulated and measured antenna are due to imperfections in the manual soldering of the SMA connector.
The antenna is very sensitive to small misalignments between antenna and connector.
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Fig. 3. Produced Planar Monopole Antenna
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Fig. 4. Simulated and Measured Reflection Coefficient
Figures 5 and 6 show two cuts of the simulated radiation pattern as a function of frequency, for the θ and φ
polarisation respectively. Figure 7 shows the measured radiation pattern for a fixed elevation angle θ = 90◦,
with 121 φ and 51 frequency samples. The measured radiation pattern has roughly the same shape as the
simulated pattern, but the noise added by the measurement makes a direct comparison impossible, especially
at the higher frequencies.
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Fig. 5. Fθ simulated for θ = 90◦
Fig. 6. Fφ simulated for φ = 90◦
Fig. 7. Fθ measured for θ = 90◦
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Fig. 8. Coefficients of the measured 2D radiation pattern Fig. 9. Coefficients of the simulated 2D radiation pattern
B. Noise Reduction
As a first application of the new expansion proposed in this paper, we show that noise can be removed just
by neglecting the higher order (spherical) phase modes and/or Slepian modes. Figure 7 presents a 2D cut of
the radiation pattern. Here the angular dependency of this radiation pattern is modeled using phase modes in
azimuth only instead of a complete vector spherical expansion. The model coefficients are shown in Figure 8
for the measured data and in Figure 9 for the simulated data. Despite the considerable noise contribution at
higher frequencies, the energy of the coefficients still decreases exponentially with increasing order. The noise
in the measurement is visible by the increased noise floor in the coefficient data.
Figure 10 shows the reconstructed radiation pattern. It has good resemblance with the original measured data,
but a greatly reduced noise contribution. Truncating the Slepian series and phase modes kept the frequency
dependency of the radiation pattern but filtered out the measurement noise. The model is, unlike rational
modeling methods, so resistant to noise that it can effectively be used as a filter.
C. Data Compression
Next the model constructed in Section IV is applied to the simulated full 3D radiation pattern of the antenna
from Section VII-A using Matlab R2007b. The radiation pattern is sampled every degree for both the azimuth
angle φ and elevation angle θ for both polarisations. The radiation pattern was sampled every 125 MHz. This
results in a radiation pattern described by 2x73x360x180 samples.
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Fig. 10. Reconstructed Measured Radiation Pattern
1) Slepian expansion: The parameters of the model were chosen to be M = 8 and K = 29. This choice
results in a model of 2 coefficient cubes with each 30x8x17 samples, a reduction with a factor of more than
1159. The amount of samples can be reduced even further by taking into account that no vector spherical modes
exist for |m| ≥ n.
Since showing two 3D cubes of data is not practical, 3 cuts of one cube will be shown: Figure 11 shows
the An,m,k cube for a fixed Slepian Mode order, k = 1, Figure 12 shows the An,m,k cube for a fixed phase
mode, m = 3, and Figure 13 shows the An,m,k cube for a fixed n value, n = 6. It can be visually verified that
the energy of the coefficients has become sufficiently low at the truncation boundaries.
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Fig. 11. Fixed Slepian Mode Cut: An,m,k for k = 1
The the relative error between the original sampled radiation pattern and the radiation pattern reconstructed
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Fig. 12. Fixed Phasemode Cut: An,m,k for m = 3
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Fig. 13. Fixed Vector Spherical Mode Cut: An,m,k for n = 6
from the model coefficients for a given polarisation is evaluated using the following error function:
Error =
∑
φ
∑
θ
|Forig(φ, θ, f)− Frecon(φ, θ, f)|2∑
φ
∑
θ
|Forig(φ, θ, f)|2
(22)
where Forig(φ, θ, f) and Frecon(φ, θ, f) denote the original and reconstructed radiation pattern, respectively.
Figure 14 shows the relative error for both polarisations. The two relative errors remain smaller than 2%. Both
errors are almost equal because the information for both polarisations is present in equal amounts in the Am,n,k
and Bm,n,k coefficients: leaving out the higher order coefficients affects both polarisations at the same time in
the same way.
2) SEM expansion: For validation the SEM model from Section VI is used to model the same radiation
pattern. Because the SEM expansion performs a SVD expansion there is a limit to the size of the matrix used
in the model. For this reason the radiation pattern is sampled every 3 degrees instead of every single degree.
Combined with a frequency sampling every 125 MHz, this results in a radiation pattern of 2x73x120x60 samples.
The SEM expansion has another major drawback: it can only model reasonably smooth data. This is in general
not a problem for simulated antenna radiation patterns, except when the radiation pattern contains a very steep
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null. The φ-polarisation of the radiation pattern contains a zero that is not smooth over frequency, due to
numerical noise in the simulations. The very small values are very noisy as a function of frequency, but are
continuous as a function of the angle θ. Because of this reason the SEM expansion can not model the φ-
polarisation of the radiation pattern and in what follows only the θ-polarisation is considered.
The parameters of the vector spherical expansion in the SEM procedure are chosen in the same way as in
the Slepian expansion procedure: M = 15. At this point the energy contained in the vector spherical modes
has decreased sufficiently to neglect the higher order modes. The number of poles to be included in the SEM
expansion was determined by trial and error: the number of poles was increased until the radiation pattern
could be reasonable well reconstructed. This results in a number of poles P = 35. It should also be noted that
the reconstruction error decreases very steeply when the number of poles increases: the reconstructed radiation
pattern looks nothing like the original radiation pattern when only 34 poles are used. This behaviour renders the
SEM expansion useless for filtering purposes. The model now contains 2x(35x31x15+35) or 32620 coefficients.
This is a reduction by a factor 32.
Figure 15 displays a cut of the coefficient cube for a fixed pole: p = 3. We can clearly see that the energy
contained in the residues can still be accurately modeled with a spherical wave expansion: the energy of the
coefficients exponentially decreases when the orders m and n increase. Figure 16 displays the coefficient cube
for a fixed order m = 3. The energy vector spherical modes still decreases exponentially with increasing order
n. The energy in the coefficients does not decrease when the order of the poles increases, but this is not a
problem, as the energy of the residues is plotted and the actual frequency dependency is modeled in the poles.
Figure 17 shows the poles for the θ-polarisation by means of a scatter plot in the complex plane.
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To compare the relative error between the reconstructed radiation pattern and the original radiation pattern,
the same error function (22) is used. Figure 18 shows the relative error on Eθ. The error varies evenly over
frequency with a maximum of ≈ 4.5%
The calculation times are compared on a quad core linux system (two dual core AMD Opterontm processors
model 270 with 2GHz per core and 8 GB of RAM) using Matlab, by executing each algorithm 100 times on
a 2x73x120x60 radiation pattern and taking the mean calculation time. It takes on average 0.1846 seconds to
calculate the Slepian model coefficients for a radiation pattern of this size and 29.7265 seconds to expand the
radiation pattern in SEM coefficients.
D. Fidelity Factor Evaluation
As a third application, the fidelity factor, defined in (15), was calculated using a fifth-order derivative of a
Gaussian monocycle, which is known to fit into the FCC spectral mask, [39]:
P (t) = A
(
− t
5
√
2piσ11
+
10t3√
2piσ9
− 15t√
2piσ7
)
exp
(
− t
2
2σ2
)
(23)
where A is a normalisation constant to fit the pulse to the FCC spectral mask, and σ = 51ps. The FCC compliant
pulse is shown in Figure 19. Figure 20 shows the spectrum of the pulse and the FCC spectral mask for indoor
UWB communications.
The fidelity factor will not be evaluated at the locations of the nulls in the radiation pattern. The fidelity
factor suffers from the fact that it is only defined for a single polarisation and that a null in the radiation pattern
deteriorates the fidelity factor significantly, even though these directions do not contribute to the radiation. For
Φθ these directions are θ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦, for Φφ these directions are φ = 0◦ and φ = 180◦. The fidelity
factors for all other angles φ and θ and both polarisations, calculated using direct application of (15) are shown
in Figure 21 and Figure 22.
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The fidelity factor Φ(φ, θ) is larger than 0.8 for most of the directions and is 0.94 in the main radiation
direction for both polarisations. These are good results: the maximum value of Φ(φ, θ) compares well to the
results presented in [28], and especially the φ-component of Φ(φ, θ) only varies by a small amount as a function
of (φ, θ). It can also be seen that the antenna performs a lot better for φ-polarisation than for θ-polarisation:
Φθ(φ, θ) is very low for a few φ angles. If only the system fidelity factor, or the fidelity factor at 5 discrete
directions, had been evaluated, these directions with high distortion would not have been known.
The fidelity factor is now evaluated using the Slepian model, using (17). Figure 23 shows the relative error
between the original θ-polarised fidelity factor and the one calculated using the Slepian model. Figure 24
shows the relative error for the φ-polarisation fidelity factor. The relative error is well below 1% for both
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Fig. 21. Fidelity Factor Φ(φ, θ) for the θ polarisation
Fig. 22. Fidelity Factor Φ(φ, θ) for the φ polarisation
polarisations. The peaks in both figures are located near the nulls of the radiation pattern: the radiated energy
in these directions is smaller which means that the error made by the model becomes relatively larger.
Figure 25 shows the relative error on Fθ calculated from the SEM decomposition. We notice that the error is
of the same magnitude as the error made on the radiation pattern itself: 4%.
We now compare the computation speed of the direct algorithm, based on the definition of the fidelity factor
(15), which evaluates the correlations and convolutions in the frequency domain using the convolution theorem
of the DFT, with the method based on the Slepian expansion, using (17). The direct method requires a CPU-
time of 52.67s. The method using model coefficients takes 10.37s to calculate a fidelity factor for all directions
(φ, θ). This time includes the decomposition of the complete frequency-dependent 3D radiation pattern into
coefficients (Am,n,k, Bm,n,k). Using the new compact model, the fidelity factor can be calculated roughly five
times faster, which is a considerable increase in performance.
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Fig. 23. Relative Error for the θ-polarisation Fidelity Factor
Fig. 24. Relative Error for the φ-polarisation Fidelity Factor
Fig. 25. Relative error on the Fidelity Factor for the θ-polarisation
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E. Comparison
The comparison between the two models yields the following observations:
1) The Slepian expansion can handle much larger datasets than the SEM expansion
2) The SEM expansion is very sensitive to noise: it is unable to model the φ-polarisation which contains a
deep null. The Slepian expansion handles this without problems.
3) The Slepian expansion modeled a 2x73x360x180 radiation pattern by means of 2x30x17x8 coefficients
with a maximum relative error smaller than 2%. The SEM expansion modeled a 2x73x120x60 using
2x35x31x15+35 coefficients with a maximum relative error smaller than 4.5%. This means that the
Slepian expansion modeled a more detailed radiation pattern with less coefficients and greater accuracy.
4) The Slepian expansion modeled the radiation pattern on average in 0.1846 seconds. The SEM expansion
in 29.7265 seconds. For a given dataset the Slepian expansion is roughly a factor 161 faster.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel model to describe the radiation pattern of wideband antennas, using vector spherical
wave functions and discrete prolate spheroidal sequences, was proposed. This model compresses a radiation
pattern with a factor of more than 1159, while having a relative error smaller than 2%. The model has also
been used to evaluate the fidelity factor Φ(φ, θ) for the first time for all angles (φ, θ). Using the model, the
fidelity factor Φ(φ, θ) is evaluated a factor 5 faster, with a relative error smaller than 1%. Modeling a measured
2D cut of the radiation pattern shows that the model is also very noise resistant and can be used to filter out
measurement noise. The model was also compared to a model based on the often used SEM expansion. The
Slepian model suffers from none of the known drawbacks of the SEM expansion, is faster to evaluate and
models the radiation pattern more accurately with less coefficients.
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